
LEARNING  
MAP...REALLY????

Scenario  
Thinking?????...Excuse  
me!!!...WHAT????

I will explain to you...my friend!
During the first sessions I tried to set  
my mind in order to understand the  
concepts  of creating scnarios, their  
importance and their utility.

In 1960s Shell developed a technique called  
Scenario Planning. It is not a forecast...Pierre  
Wack came up with plausibles ideas of the  
future...HUMM!!! i DON'T KNOW if i believe...

iT WorKs!!!!!!!!!
It was prooved to be an important tool after  
Shell have succesfully predicted two Oil  
crisis!!!  

Learning the 
skills!!!

There is no a single formula which can teach us to create good scenarios. Practice  
is the best way to slowly imporve our skills and never forget: Keep your mind open!   

I WILL GIVE YOU SOME TOOLS...Ladies and gentlemen!
- And here we come with focal question...interviews...driving forces.  
(do you understand them? yeah right!).....what about  
uncertainties???  system of thinking...THAT's BS!!!...Really???

Create scenario...try  
scenario!...???...!!!...???...#%$&*...

Building Scenarios!

Let's Choose the Topic

OH MY GOD!!!

The Future of Europe!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!Hoera :)  !!!!

Now it is time to come up with  
some Questions!!!!

Hey dude!!! We have 1 million questions to  
answer...are you sure????? Let's reduce...No!!!  
we can do it!!!!

Drive What????   
Driving Forces  
Stupid...READ THE  
BOOK!!!!

- Hey Gudmundur, I read the book! "Driving forces are a number of critical  
influences behind the uncertainties in the landscape"!!! :)
- Very good! Now we have to find the driving forces for FUTURE OF  
EUROPE!!!!
- Puta Madre!!! I didn't see that coming!

Fight TIME!!!!
Systems of Thinking...

-It doesn't make any sense!
-Does it?
-It does...it does not...
- Mauricio...what do you think???
- I have no clue....let's ask Professor Daniel...
- He doesn't answer our e-mail...
- what are we gonna do??? Sameer...what do  
you think???...puft!
- FUDEU!

Understanding the system! - Environment,  
Politics, Immigration, Economy, society,  
credit crisis, racism...What if???? What  
else??? Are they related???? ...I need to  
smoke some wee*#* to understand this  
Shi%*...

#s That matters!!!!
- Hey...Sri....It killed our 4th  
Scenario!!!!
- WHATEVER!!!!

* We have now 3 Scenarios...

Creating stories...

What are our scenarios???
- Blame Game, New Beginning and  
Gilded Cage...enjoy!!!!

We ARE getting  
there!!!!!  

They ARE plausible!

EUROPE 2030!!!!
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